Centered Riding Clinic with Lucile Bump
Cherry Tree Farm, Albuquerque
May 5th & 6th 9am to 4pm
Auditors welcome!
Centered Riding is an innovative way of expressing the classical principles of riding, using body
awareness, centering, and imagery. Centered Riding encompasses all seats and styles of riding. It
teaches a language that allows clearer communication between horse, rider, and instructor.
Centered Riding was developed by Sally Swift, author of the best-selling book and videotapes, and is
now taught by Centered Riding Instructors around the world.

Riding groups are currently full, a waiting list for each group will be started. Please contact Christina.
Auditors may pay in advance $30/day or $50 for the weekend. Price will be $35 per person per day at the
door, if spots are available. Bringing a notepad, pencil, water & a chair of your own is a good idea! We will
have a food truck on site for lunches.
Morning session will include unmounted work, auditors are encouraged to participate!

As a Level IV Senior Centered Riding® Instructor, Lucile has the ability to employ a more in-depth understanding of Centered Riding®
techniques in her teaching regardless of the discipline, whether it is Western, Dressage, Jumping, Endurance, etc., because she
understands the foundations of the work. Lucile began riding around age 10 and grew up riding the wooded trails of Vermont,. She
rode all through school and competed regularly in Hunt Seat Equitation. Lucile met Sally Swift when she was 14, and continued to
work closely with Sally after completing her apprenticeship. Lucile began her teaching career while attending college in
Marlborough, Vermont. After graduation, Lucile went to work at a Morgan farm, training horses, teaching riding lessons and doing
some competing in Western and Saddleseat. In 1971 Lucile travelled to California to work with Linda Tellington-Jones at her riding
instructors school. She has been instructing all levels & disciplines & certifying Centered Riding® Instructors ever since!

Hosted by Christina Savitsky of Buckaroo Balance
call or text (505) 280-8171
Christina@BuckarooBalance.com
Local contact: Kathy Muller (505) 974-5992

New Mexico’s only Centered Riding Instructor

